
Planting seeds with  
young audiences 
 
 
Young audience members at the Fringe performance 
of, Peppina vs Mrs Kafoops: an eggventure, will not 
only get to enjoy the show but will also go home with 
a packet of seeds. 
 
The playful and participatory production, which 
explores themes of hunger and poverty, has received 
‘seed’ funding from The Seed Collection. 
 
The show’s writer and producer, Marina Barbaro, says the 
concept of growing is central to the story of two mothers, the 
migrant Peppina and the hen Mrs Kafoops, who struggle to 
nourish their respective young. 
 
“Food is integral to the show and feeding humanity is still a major issue so what better way to 
reinforce this theme than by offering seeds which children can plant and grow at home,” Marina says. 
 
“And we’ve been lucky enough to gain the support of The Seed Collection – an online seed company 
which distributes open-pollinated, non-hybrid and non-GMO seeds. Their heirloom seed offerings fit 
beautifully with our show’s message of harmony and sustainability,” emphasises Marina. 
 
Hardship and poverty are unusual fare for children’s theatre but this production manages to draw 
attention to these ever present social dilemmas with affectionate humour. 
 
The production is a visual tale about two struggling mothers - the very human and very resourceful 
Peppina and, Mrs Kafoops, a very unlikely chicken who desperately wants to become a mother hen. 
 
Add to the mix a spirited and meddling kookaburra, and you have the makings for mayhem. 
 
It’s essentially a show about new experiences which fits in nicely with this year’s festival slogan 
‘Experience something new’. 
 
“Peppina’s story teaches us about humanity and compassion. Young audiences can explore concepts in 
a space where they are encouraged to not only feel but also think and respond.” 
 
Marina says role playing and imagination are time honoured ways to support children’s development 
and a recent US study* has confirmed the potential of live theatre to promote resourcefulness and 
tolerance among young audiences. 
 
For more details contact Marina Barbaro 
0426 974 431   
 
missmazzystar@gmail.com   
Facebook  Website Fringe TIX 
 
Peppina vs Mrs Kafoops: an eggventure  @ Gluttony - La Petite Grande   
21-22, 27-28 Feb, 1 Mar at 12.45pm  All Tix $15 Family $50 
 
* Source: University of Arkansas 

Marina Barbaro as Peppina and Kelly Phillips 
as Mrs Kafoops/Val 
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